DATE: February 8, 2016
TO: Holders of AHCCCS Medical Policy Manuals
FROM: Kevin Neill, Policy Manager
       Office of Medical Policy and Coding, AHCCCS
SUBJECT: AHCCCS Medical Policy Manual (AMPM)
         Update, 2016-02

Updates have been made to the following:

CHAPTER 300, POLICY 310-X, REHABILITATION THERAPIES (OCUPATIONAL, PHYSICAL, AND SPEECH)

Outpatient Physical Therapy (PT) services for adult members, 21 years of age and older (Acute and ALTCS), has risen from 15 outpatient visits per contract year to 30 outpatient visits per contract year.

CHAPTER 300, EXHIBIT 300-3A, APPLICATION OF PHYSICAL THERAPY VISIT OUTPATIENT LIMIT, ACUTE & ALTCS MEMBERS 21 YEARS OF AGE AND OLDER

Per Policy 310-X above, outpatient PT services for adult members, 21 years of age and older (Acute and ALTCS), has risen from 15 outpatient visits per contract year to 30.

The Effective Date for the above changes is 02/01/2016.